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Background: Odd-odd nuclei, around doubly closed shells, have been extensively used to study proton-neutron
interactions. However, the evolution of these interactions as a function of the binding energy, ultimately when
nuclei become unbound, is poorly known. The 26F nucleus, composed of a deeply bound π0d5/2 proton and
an unbound ν0d3/2 neutron on top of an 24O core, is particularly adapted for this purpose. The coupling of
this proton and neutron results in a J π = 11+ − 41+ multiplet, whose energies must be determined to study
the influence of the proximity of the continuum on the corresponding proton-neutron interaction. The J π =
11+, 21+, 41+ bound states have been determined, and only a clear identification of the J π = 31+ is missing.
Purpose: We wish to complete the study of the J π = 11+ − 41+ multiplet in 26F, by studying the energy and
width of the J π = 31+ unbound state. The method was first validated by the study of unbound states in 25F, for
which resonances were already observed in a previous experiment.
Method: Radioactive beams of 26Ne and 27Ne, produced at about 440A MeV by the fragment separator at the
GSI facility were used to populate unbound states in 25F and 26F via one-proton knockout reactions on a CH2
target, located at the object focal point of the R3B/LAND setup. The detection of emitted γ rays and neutrons,
added to the reconstruction of the momentum vector of the A − 1 nuclei, allowed the determination of the energy
of three unbound states in 25F and two in 26F.
Results: Based on its width and decay properties, the first unbound state in 25F, at the relative energy of 49(9) keV,
is proposed to be a J π = 1/2− arising from a p1/2 proton-hole state. In 26F, the first resonance at 323(33) keV
is proposed to be the J π = 31+ member of the J π = 11+ − 41+ multiplet. Energies of observed states in 25,26F
have been compared to calculations using the independent-particle shell model, a phenomenological shell model,
and the ab initio valence-space in-medium similarity renormalization group method.
Conclusions: The deduced effective proton-neutron interaction is weakened by about 30–40% in comparison to
the models, pointing to the need for implementing the role of the continuum in theoretical descriptions or to a
wrong determination of the atomic mass of 26F.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.96.054305
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of odd-odd nuclei is experimentally challenging,
as such systems display many states of angular momentum
J built from the coupling of the odd proton jp and neutron
jn, leading to |jp − jn|  J  |jp + jn| multiplets. Moreover,
long-lived isomers are often present when states of extreme
|jp − jn| and |jp + jn| values lie close in energy, and different
experimental techniques may be required to determine the
energy E(J ) of all states in a given multiplet. Such studies
on odd-odd nuclei close to doubly magic ones, however, are
rewarded by the wealth of information obtained on proton-
neutron interactions [1], when an independent-particle shell
model (IPSM) scheme is used. For the members of a given
multiplet, the experimental energies E(J ) of the states are
empirically observed to vary parabolically as a function of
J (J + 1) [2]. These E(J ) are used to determine the proton-
neutron interactions, Int(J ), derived from a shift of E(J ), in
order to obtain Int(J ) = 0 when the proton and neutron added
to the closed shells do not interact ([3] and Sect. IV D of the
present work). It follows that a parabolic law can be applied to
Int(J ) as a function of J (J + 1) as well. When interpreted in
terms of a low-order multipole expansion, the monopole part,
which is the (2J + 1)-weighted average of Int(J ), contains
information on the strength of the nuclear interaction. The
*Present address: Irfu, CEA, Université Paris-Saclay, 91191 Gif-
sur-Yvette, France; marine.vandebrouck@cea.fr
dominant quadrupole part, which depends in principle on the
relative orientation between the interacting valence proton and
neutron only, breaks the degeneracy between multiplet levels
and generates the observed parabolic behavior [4]. This simple
picture is restricted to nuclei near closed shells as it neglects
effects of the coupling to other bound or unbound states of
similar Jπ values that can modify the shape of the parabola.
Further complications to this simple model arise for nuclei
near the drip lines, where some (if not all) states comprising
multiplets become unbound. Besides the fact that their char-
acterization (i.e., energy, width, orbital angular momentum )
is less certain than for bound states, unbound states with pure
configurations exhibit large widths, due to their large overlap
with states in the (A − 1) nucleus. Resonances are expected
to broaden as their energy increases, leading progressively
to a continuum of indistinguishable, overlapping resonances.
Deviations to this global trend occur when unbound states are
trapped in the nuclear potential by high centrifugal barriers,
or have a very poor configuration overlap with the available
decay channels (see, e.g., Ref. [5]).
Though challenging, the extension of these experimental
investigations to the drip-line regions would provide new
information on the behavior of Int(J ) in extreme proton-
neutron asymmetries and when one or more states of the
multiplet are unbound. The validity of a bound single-particle
approach to drip-line nuclei is of interest for the study of drip-
line phenomena such as nuclear halos and islands of inversion
and in nuclear astrophysics for the modeling of neutron
stars.
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Two recent studies provided some insights into these
questions. The comparison of the two odd-odd mirror nuclei
16N and 16F, the first being bound, the second being proton-
unbound, both having rather pure single-particle configuration,
showed an orbital- and binding-energy-dependent reduction of
the experimental proton-neutron interaction (monopole part)
of up to 40% between the two mirror nuclei. This effect
was attributed to the large radial extension of certain orbits
that probe the continuum [6]. Studies of the N = 17 odd-odd
isotones toward the neutron drip line (from Z = 13 to Z = 9)
have suggested, making use of a tentative assignment of
the unbound J = 3 state in 26F [3,7,8], a gradual reduction
of the effective proton-neutron interaction with increasing
neutron-to-proton asymmetry [9], rather than an abrupt change
at the drip line.
As discussed in Ref. [3], the weakly bound 26F is one
of the few ideal nuclei where we can study the impact
of continuum effects on Int(J ). Lying close to the doubly
magic 24O [10–12], whose first excited states lie above
4 MeV [10,12], low-energy states in 26F are, in the IPSM
picture, expected to arise from the coupling of a deeply
bound π0d5/2 proton (Sp(25F) = 14.43(14) MeV [13]) with an
unbound ν0d3/2 neutron (Sn(25O) = −749(10) keV [14–16]).
This (π0d5/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 coupling results in a Jπ = 11+ − 41+
multiplet. Energies of the bound Jπ = 11+,21+, and 41+
states were measured using different experimental techniques
[3,17,18], and only a firm identification of the Jπ = 31+
component is missing. In particular, the spin assignments of the
ground state (1+) [3,19] and of the weakly bound isomeric state
(41+ at 643 keV) [3] were proposed from their decay pattern to
low- and high-energy spin values, respectively, in the daughter
nucleus 26Ne.1 A resonance was observed at 271(37) keV
above the neutron threshold using the nucleon-exchange
reaction 26Ne → 26F [7]. However, no spin assignment was
proposed. The next likely multiplet would arise from the
(π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)2 configuration, leading to Jπ =
2+,3+ states. In the case of single-particle proton excitations,
Jπ = 1+,2+ states are formed by the (π1s1/2)1(ν0d3/2)1
configuration. None of these states has yet been observed.
In this article, we have studied unbound states in 26F pro-
duced by the one-proton-knockout reaction at the GSI facility.
The knockout of a 0d5/2 proton from 27Ne should leave the 26F
nucleus in the (π0d5/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 configuration and favor the
1The structure of the ground state of 26F was also investigated by
the one-neutron-knockout reaction at relativistic energies [20]. The
narrow inclusive momentum distribution of the 25F residue pointed
to the presence of valence neutrons in the 1s1/2 state, in apparent
contradiction with the neutron 0d3/2 configuration of the 1+ ground
state proposed above. An exclusive one-neutron-knockout experiment
is needed to isolate the contributions leading to 25F in either ground
state or excited states, that would correspond to the knockout from
the last occupied or more deeply bound neutron orbitals, respectively.
We moreover point out that the one-neutron-knockout reaction may
have occurred from the, at that time unknown, weakly bound 4+
2 ms isomer. In such a case, the resulting one-neutron-knockout
momentum distribution from a weakly bound 0d3/2 orbit may be
mimicking the one corresponding to an 1s1/2 orbit.
production of the 1+ − 4+ multiplet of states, including the
3+. The 25F nucleus, also produced by one-proton-knockout
reaction from 26Ne, has been studied as well. In both cases,
results are compared to previous experimental values.
To gauge the validity of the IPSM nature of these multiplets,
we compare to predictions of other theoretical models de-
scribed in Sec. III: The phenomenological shell model, which
implicitly contains some aspects of continuum physics and
three-nucleon (3N ) forces, and the ab initio valence-space in-
medium similarity renormalization group (IM-SRG) [21–24]
based on two-nucleon (NN) and 3N forces, but neglecting the
influence of the continuum.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A stable beam of 40Ar was accelerated by the linear
accelerator UNILAC and by the synchrotron SIS-18 at the
GSI facility to an energy of 490A MeV and impinged on a
4-g/cm2-thick 9Be target to induce fragmentation reactions,
in which the 27Ne and 26Ne nuclei were produced. They were
subsequently selected by the fragment separator (FRS) [25],
whose magnetic rigidity was set to 9.05 Tm in order to favor
the transmission of nuclei with A/Z ∼ 2.7. These secondary
nuclei were transmitted to the R3B/LAND experimental setup
[26], where they were identified on an event-by-event basis
using (i) their energy loss in the position-sensitive silicon PIN
diode (PSP) detector and (ii) their time of flight measured
between two plastic scintillators, one located at the end of the
FRS beam line, and the other (start detector POS) placed a few
meters before a 922 mg/cm2 CH2 reaction target. A total of
2.5 × 105 (3.8 × 105) nuclei of 27Ne (26Ne) impinged on the
CH2 target, with an energy at the entrance of 432 (456)A MeV.
This secondary target was surrounded by the 159 NaI
crystals of the 4π Crystal Ball detector [27], each having
a length of 20 cm and covering a solid angle of 77 msr.
It allowed the detection of photons from excited fragments
decaying in flight and recoil protons at angles larger than
±7° in the laboratory frame. Each crystal was equipped with
phototubes having a gain adapted for the detections of photons.
In addition, the photomultipliers of the 64 most forward
crystals had a second lower-gain readout, for the detection of
recoil protons originating from knockout reactions. Two pairs
of double-sided silicon strip detectors (DSSSD), with active
areas of 72 × 41 mm2 and strips 300 μm thick (110 μm pitch),
were placed before and after the reaction target to determine
the energy loss and to track the incoming and outgoing nuclei,
e.g., 27Ne and 26F, respectively, in the case of a one-proton
knockout reaction from 27Ne populating bound states in 26F.
After having passed the downstream pair of DSSSDs,
nuclei were deflected in the large dipole magnet ALADIN.
Their horizontal position was measured at the dispersive
plane of ALADIN in two scintillating fiber detectors (GFIs),
each composed of 480 fibers, covering a total active area of
50 × 50 cm2. Their energy loss, position and time of flight
were determined based on the information provided by the
time-of-flight wall (TFW) placed 523 cm behind the last
GFI. The TFW is composed of plastic scintillator paddles,
14 horizontal ones in the first plane and 18 vertical ones in the
second plane, read out on both sides by photomultipliers. The
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FIG. 1. (a) Z = 9 transmitted nuclei obtained from the energy
losses measured in the DSSSD located just after the target and in
the TFW. (b) Mass number A identification of the transmitted Z = 9
nuclei is obtained from their reconstructed trajectory in the dispersive
plane and from their time of flight (see text for details).
atomic number Z of the transmitted nuclei was obtained from
the determination of their energy losses in the DSSSD, placed
after the target, and in the TFW. The mass (A) identification
is obtained from the combined position information of the
fragments in the DSSSD placed after the target, in the two
GFIs and in the TFW, and from their velocity β, which was
deduced from their time of flight between the POS detector
and the TFW [28,29]. The identification plots of the reacted
nuclei in (Z, A) obtained from all these pieces of information
are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).
When produced in an unbound state during the proton-
knockout reaction, nuclei may emit neutrons that are detected
in the forward direction using the large area neutron detector
(LAND) [30]. It is composed of 10 planes with 20 paddles
each, placed alternatively in horizontal and vertical directions,
each paddle covering an area of 200 × 10 cm2 and having
a thickness of 10 cm. Each paddle is made of 11 iron and
10 scintillator sandwiched sheets, so that when a neutron
interacts with iron nuclei, secondary protons are produced and
detected with the plastic scintillators. A specific algorithm
is used to reconstruct the hit profiles in LAND [31], and
obtain from them the position of the first neutron-LAND
interaction (with a spatial resolution of 5 cm FWHM) and the
neutron time of flight (with a resolution of 370 ps FWHM).
The LAND detector was positioned 13 m downstream of the
reaction target, covering forward angles of ±79 mrad. The
intrinsic efficiency for a ∼450-MeV neutron is about 60%, and
the geometric acceptance is 100% up to a fragment-neutron
relative energy of 3 MeV.
III. MODELS
In this work, we consider predictions from three models.
The first, the independent-particle shell model (IPSM), as-
sumes that nuclear states are well described by one configu-
ration, i.e., pure single-particle excitations. While generally
it is not a viable picture, the expected simplicity of the
configurations in 25,26F could allow it to be a reasonable
first-order description of low-lying states. Furthermore, all
experimental considerations associated with assignments of
 values are done by comparison with this model.
To gauge the validity of the IPSM picture in describing
low-lying states in 25,26F and to provide a more realistic
account, we also compare to phenomenological shell-model
calculations and ab initio valence-space IM-SRG. For the
former, we use the well-established USDA Hamiltonian [32],
optimized to reproduce energy levels for all sd-shell nuclei.
As in Ref. [9], we choose USDA instead of USDB, since
the latter is known to predict a too small excitation energy
of the Jπ = 4+ state in 26F. Valence-space IM-SRG has
been shown to predict ground and excited states throughout
the oxygen, fluorine, and neon isotopic chains [22–24,33].
Starting from nuclear forces derived from chiral effective
field theory (EFT) [34,35], 3N forces between core and
valence nucleons are typically captured by normal ordering
with respect to the 16O reference. Without these initial 3N
forces, the spectra of 25,26F are much too compressed, but
with their addition, the IM-SRG spectra are in reasonable
agreement with predictions from phenomenology [23]. More
generally, 3N forces are necessary to reproduce properties of
exotic nuclei near oxygen and calcium [36–50]. In this work,
we extend this approach to the ensemble normal-ordering
procedure outlined in Ref. [24], which accurately accounts for
3N forces between valence particles and reproduces results
of large-space ab initio methods in all cases where those
methods are reliable. In all reported results, we use the same
initial NN and 3N Hamiltonians as in Ref. [24]. To provide an
uncertainty estimate from the many-body method, we perform
calculations up to emax ≡ 2n +  = 14 (with n as the number
of radial nodes,  as the orbital angular momentum, while
emax + 1 corresponds to the number of oscillator shells)
and exponentially extrapolate to emax = 24 for a range of
harmonic-oscillator spacings h¯ω = 16–24 MeV. The resulting
spread is indicated as a band in all IM-SRG results shown
in Fig. 4 (right panel) and 6 (right panel). In this approach,
continuum effects are currently neglected.
Both USDA and IM-SRG calculations are performed within
the standard sd shell above an 16O core, and hence will
only produce positive-parity states. In 25F, where we are also
interested in exploring negative-parity states, we compare to
predictions from the s-p-sd-pf WBP interaction [51], but with
protons restricted to the p-sd shells and neutrons restricted to
sd and at most two particles in each of the f7/2, p3/2, and p1/2
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orbits. In all cases, the shell-model diagonalization was carried
out with the NUSHELLX@MSU code [52] to obtain the ground-
and excited-state energies discussed below.
IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Experimental results for 25F
The 25F nucleus was populated via the one-proton (−1p)
knockout reaction from a beam of 26Ne. To select this reaction
channel, at least one proton must be detected in the Crystal
Ball detector. This selection was made possible after the
(neighboring-crystal) add-back treatment of the Crystal Ball
data, in order to find the total deposited energy per particle,
photon or proton, event by event. We note that two protons can
be detected in the case of a (p,2p) reaction with the H nuclei
of the target. The decay of unbound states, or resonances,
of energies Eir in 25F will lead to the production of 24F, either
(i) in its ground state, so the whole resonance energy Eir comes
from the relative energy Eirel of the system (24F + n), or (ii) in
one of its excited states that subsequently decays to the ground
state by the emission of a γ ray of energy Eγ . In the latter
case, a coincidence between the neutron and the de-exciting γ
ray is observed. The excitation energies Eiexc of the unbound
states in 25F correspond to
Eiexc = Sn + Eir = Sn + Eirel + (Eγ ), (1)
where Sn is the neutron emission threshold. The relative
energy was reconstructed on an event-by-event basis using
the invariant mass equation with the momentum vectors of the
fragment 24F and of the neutron:
Erel =
√
m2frag + m2n + 2
(
EfragEn
c4
− pfragpn
c2
cos θ
)
c2
−mfragc2 − mnc2. (2)
In this equation, mfrag and mn are the rest masses of the
fragment and the neutron, Efrag and En are their total energies,
pfrag and pn are their momenta, and θ is their relative angle.
As shown in Fig. 2, the (24F + n) relative energy spectrum
displays three resonances. Each was described by a Breit-
Wigner function whose width depends on its energy and on
the orbital angular momentum  of the emitted neutron [53]:
f
(
Erel; Eirel,	r
) ∝ 	(Erel)(
Eirel + 
(Erel) − Erel
)2 + 	(Erel)2/4
(3)
with the apparent width defined as
	(Erel) = 	r × P(Erel)
P
(
Eirel
) (4)
and the energy shift given by

(Erel) = 	r ×
S
(
Eirel
)− S(Erel)
2P
(
Eirel
) , (5)
where P and S are the penetrability and shift functions,
respectively. This prescription, taken from Ref. [16], ensures
that the energy shift is eliminated at the resonance energy. The
FIG. 2. Relative energy spectrum of 25F. The solid black line
shows the result of the fit composed of three resonances, marked
in different colors, whose energies are written with uncertainties.
Corresponding widths are given in Table I. In the fitting procedure,
resonances were folded with the resolution of the LAND detector,
enhancing their widths as compared to the intrinsic value.
width, 	r, extracted here in the one-proton-knockout reaction,
is not corrected for the possible change of the overlap between
the initial and final wave functions within the energy range of
the broad resonance.
In order to extract the energy Eir and the intrinsic width
	ir of the resonances, the spectrum of Fig. 2 is fitted, using
the log-likelihood method, with a linear combination of three
f functions which have been folded to include the resolution
of the LAND detector, i.e., σ ∼ 260 keV at Erel = 1 MeV.
In this fit, orbital angular momentum values  between 0 and
2 were tested for each resonance, and it shows that the 
dependence is weak. A first resonance has been identified
at E1rel = 49(9) keV (	1r = 51(49) keV), a second one at
E2rel = 389(27) keV (	2r = 73(70) keV), and a third one at
E3rel = 1546(106) keV (	3r = 2500(440) keV). The extracted
resonance centroids (Eirel) and widths (	ir ) are based on the
fit that uses (f1, f2, f2) for the first, second, and third
resonances respectively; this combination will be justified in
Sec. IV B. The uncertainties correspond to one σ and include
only statistical error. For the  = 2 resonances, the width of
the resonances cannot be extracted easily due to the saturation
of the Breit-Wigner line shape when the width 	r increases
[10]. To overcome this problem, another fit was performed in
order to extract 	r for  = 2 resonances. This fit uses simple
Breit-Wigner functions without energy shift [
(Erel = 0)]
and without angular dependence of the width [	(Erel) = 	r].
It should be noted that a nonresonant continuum has been
estimated using the event-mixing procedure, which is based
on the measured pairs of fragment + neutron [54]. This
component was added as a free parameter in the fit. However,
its contribution has been found to be negligible.
At this point, the relative energy spectrum and resonance
energies of 25F (Eirel) can be compared to those obtained previ-
ously at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory
at Michigan State University [7] using the same knockout
reaction. While an almost continuous energy spectrum was
obtained in Ref. [7], the better resolution achieved in the
present work clearly allows us, despite the lower statistics,
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FIG. 3. (a) γ -ray spectrum obtained from the 26Ne(−1p) re-
action, in coincidence with 24F and the detection of at least one
neutron in LAND. (b) Relative energy spectrum for 25F, gated on the
∼510-keV γ -ray transition in 24F.
to distinguish at least three resonances. The energies of the
three resonances proposed in Ref. [7] (E1rel = 28(4) keV,E2rel 
350 keV, and E3rel  1200 keV), compare reasonably well
with ours, considering the method-dependent determination
of energy centroids in the case of broad resonances or for
states lying very close to the neutron threshold.
It is generally assumed, as in Ref. [7], that unbound states
decay with the largest available neutron energy. This means
that the resonances would all decay to the ground state of 24F
to maximize the Q value of the neutrons. This assumption is
often valid, except if the loss in Q value when decaying to
an excited state is compensated by a better matching between
initial and final states. Neutron-γ coincidences are used to
infer the energy of the resonances, Eir , when the neutron decay
proceeds to an excited state in 24F followed by the emission
of a γ ray with energy Eγ [Eq. (1)]. Figure 3(a) shows the
presence of a peak near 510 keV in the neutron-gated γ -ray
spectrum of 24F. This peak likely corresponds to the decay of
the 21+ to the 3+ ground state of 24F, observed at an energy
of 521(1) keV in the β decay of 24O to 24F [33].2 Its presence
in coincidence with neutron detection suggests that the decay
of one or several resonances in 25F proceeds through this 21+
excited state, rather than directly to the ground state.
2We note that the 2% energy difference observed between these two
γ rays is also observed in 26F: The decay of the 21+ to the 1+ ground
state is observed, in our work, near 643 keV instead of 657(7) keV in
Ref. [17].
TABLE I. Characteristics of the 25F resonances populated via
one-proton-knockout 26Ne(−1p) under the assumption that Sn =
4270(100) keV [13]. Resonance energies Eir , excitation energies
Eiexc, and widths 	ir of the three resonances are given in keV with
calculated single-particle widths 	()sp , assuming various  values of
each resonance.
i Eir E
i
exc 	
i
r 	
(=0)
sp 	
(=1)
sp 	
(=2)
sp
1 570(9)a 4840(100) 51(49) 1139 71 0.5
2 389(27) 4659(104) 73(70) 3243 1136 86
3 1546(106) 5816(146) 2500(440) 6848 4836 1799
aThe resonance located at the energy ofE1r = 570(9) keV corresponds
to the first peak in the relative energy spectrum of Fig. 2 at E1rel =
49(9) keV, to which the coincident γ -ray energy of Eγ = 521(1) keV
has been added (see text for details).
The relative energy spectrum of Fig. 3(b), gated on the
510-keV γ ray, displays a clear peak at the energy of the
first neutron resonance, whose amplitude matches the one
expected assuming a γ -ray efficiency of about 25% and a 100%
branching to the 21+ excited state. It follows that the energy
of the first resonance is E1r = 49(9) + 521(1) = 570(9) keV.
No clear sign of γ coincidence with the two other neutron
resonances is observed. Indeed, from the amplitudes of the
second and third resonances observed in the singles spectrum
in Fig. 2, approximately 40 and 100 neutrons should have
been observed, respectively, in Fig. 3(b) if these resonances
would have decayed 100% to the 21+ excited state. The much
lower number of observed neutrons, and the fact that no other
γ -decay branches at energies higher than 521 keV are observed
in coincidence, indicates that the second resonance decays
directly to the ground state of 24F. As a consequence, the
second resonance is located at an excitation energy that is
lower than the first one, in contradiction to the suggestion of
Ref. [7] where γ -coincidence information was not available.
As for the third resonance, the few counts around 1400 keV in
Fig. 3(b) might be attributed to a coincidence with the γ ray
at 521(1) keV. However, the marginal statistics, as well as the
too narrow peak formed by these events, do not allow us to
consider that the third resonance decays to the 21+ state in 24F.
To summarize, excitation energies of E2exc = 4659(104) keV,
E1exc = 4840(100) keV, and E3exc = 5816(146) keV are de-
duced in 25F using Eq. (1), with the relative energies Eirel,
the γ -coincidence information, and the neutron emission
threshold of Sn(25F) = 4270(100) keV [13] (see Table I).
B. Discussion on the results of 25F
In Fig. 4 (left panel), the expected configurations populated
in 25F are presented. In a simplified description of the
26Ne(−1p) reaction, protons are removed from the π0d5/2
orbit, leading primarily to the production of positive-parity
(mostly bound) states in 25F [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. If the
26Ne ground state contains some 2p2h neutron excitations
(ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)2, positive-parity states can also be pro-
duced at higher excitation energy (likely above Sn) from a
similar π0d5/2 proton knockout [Fig. 4(d)]. Protons can be
removed as well from the deeply bound π0p1/2 orbit, leading
to negative-parity states with mainly 1/2− spin-parity value
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FIG. 4. Left: Illustrative picture of the expected configurations populated in 25F from the 26Ne(−1p) reaction. Right: Experimental level
scheme of 25F compared to shell-model calculations performed using the phenomenological USDA [32] and WBP [51] interactions and with ab
initio valence-space Hamiltonians derived from IM-SRG [23,24]. The unbound states above Sn = 4270(100) keV were obtained in the present
work, while the bound states were studied in Ref. [55]. Gray rectangles shown in the experimental spectrum and in the IM-SRG predictions,
with a J π -dependent horizontal widths, correspond to uncertainties on the energy centroids of the states. These uncertainties on calculated
energies overlap between 4 and 7 MeV, where many resonances are present. The bound states come mainly from (π0d5/2)1 [case (a)] and
(π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)1 [case (b)] configurations. We propose that unbound states come mainly from (π0p1/2)−1(π0d5/2)2 [case (c)] and
(π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)2 [case (d)] configurations.
[Fig. 4(c)]. We propose that the state at 4840 keV, which
decays with a low energy of 49 keV to the excited state of
24F, rather than with a larger energy of 570 keV to the ground
state, is a good candidate for a 1/2− state, since during the
decay to the 21+ state in 24F, an  = 1 neutron is emitted. A
direct decay to the 3+ ground state of 24F would imply that the
neutron carried a larger angular momentum of  = 3, which is
strongly hindered.
It can be informative to compare experimental to calculated
single-particle widths 	sp() using various assumptions on 
values, ranging from 0 to 2. From this procedure, we would
ideally obtain further information on the nature and purity of
each resonance. Using a Woods-Saxon potential whose depth
is adjusted to reproduce the energy centroid of the resonance
at 570(9) keV, single-particle widths of 	(=0)sp = 1139 keV,
	(=1)sp = 71 keV, and 	(=2)sp = 0.5 keV are calculated as-
suming pure configurations. The presently observed width of
51(49) keV is compatible with the  = 1 assumption. This
is in accordance with the earlier proposed 1/2− spin parity,
derived from its observed decay to the 21+ excited state of
24F. As for the resonance at 389(27) keV, among the calcu-
lated widths of 	(=0)sp = 3243 keV, 	(=1)sp = 1136 keV, and
	(=2)sp = 86 keV, a better agreement with the experimen-
tal width of 	2r = 73(70) keV is obtained with the  = 2
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configuration. This state would have a 5/2+ assignment if it
corresponds to the configuration where a proton is knocked out
from the π0d5/2 orbit, with a neutron (ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)2 exci-
tation [Fig. 4(d)] in which neutrons are coupled toJ = 0. Other
states (1/2+–9/2+) are considered when neutrons are coupled
to J = 2 [Fig. 4(d)]. With two neutrons in the 0d3/2 orbit, this
tentative 5/2+3 state likely decays through an  = 2 neutron,
leading to a final configuration (π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)1
in 24F. This coupling leads to Jπ = 11+ − 41+ states that were
searched for by Caceres et al. [33]. However, being at too high
excitation energy, the 5/2+3 state can only decay to theJπ = 3+
ground state of 24F, that has a (π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)1 configuration.
It follows that the decay occurs through the low admixture of
the (π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)1 component in the Jπ = 3+
ground state. This feature implies an  = 2 decay to the
ground state with a low spectroscopic factor value. For the
resonance at 1546(106) keV, the width 	3r = 2500(440) keV
could correspond to several 	(=2)sp states originating from
the (1/2+ − 9/2+) multiplet [Fig. 4(d)]. It could alternatively
correspond to another  = 1 state. The characteristics of the
identified resonances in 25F are summarized in Table I.
In Fig. 4 (right panel), we compare the measured exper-
imental spectrum with the theoretical results. While both
IM-SRG and USDA agree for a few excited states, the
density of states given by USDA is higher than IM-SRG. The
5/2+2 state predicted by both USDA and IM-SRG to be a
(π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)1 configuration [Fig. 4(b)] agrees
well with the experimental state at 4.2 MeV. The 5/2+3 state
from IM-SRG lies at 6.2 MeV but only contains a contribution
from the neutron 2p2h configuration (ν1s1/2)−2(ν0d3/2)2
[Fig. 4(d)] on the order of a few percent. In USDA, the 5/2+3
and 5/2+4 states are close in energy at 5.7 and 6.1 MeV, and both
exhibit a very similar 2p2h character of approximately 30%.
We also note that the Jπ = 1/2− and 5/2+3 states, calculated in
Ref. [7] at energies slightly above Sn using the psd-shell WPM
interaction are good candidates for the above resonances. By
using the WPB interaction mentioned in Sec. III, the newly
proposed 1/2− resonance, that corresponds to a predominant
proton cross-shell excitation, is calculated at 5.2 MeV, in
reasonable agreement with experimental results.
C. Experimental results for 26F
Unbound states of 26F were produced using the one-
proton-knockout reaction from 27Ne projectiles. The relative
energy spectrum for 26F (25F + n system), shown in Fig. 5(a),
displays two resonances. No γ is found in coincidence with
them, implying that they decay directly to the ground state
of 25F and that Eirel = Eir . Since the additional neutron in
26F likely occupies the ν0d3/2 orbital, an angular momentum
 = 2 has been used in the fit of each resonance, leading to
E1rel = 323(33) keV and E2rel = 1790(290) keV. Pure  = 0
resonances would be expected to be much broader, as shall be
confirmed later in the discussion. The uncertainties correspond
to one σ confidence level. To check the sensitivity of the
method, another fit was performed with a zero-energy shift
in the f function. In this way, the extracted centroids of
the resonances correspond to the maxima of the peaks [56].
FIG. 5. Relative energy spectrum for 26F. The solid black line
shows the result of a Breit-Wigner fit using two  = 2 resonances
whose centroid values are given in the figure. These resonances are
folded with the resolution of the LAND detector. (a) With the energy
shift 
(Erel) defined as in Eq. (5). (b) Assuming 
(Erel) = 0.
A compatible result is found, with resonances at 350(50) and
1750(150) keV [Fig. 5(b)].
In order to determine the width 	r of these  = 2 res-
onances, the same procedure as for 25F was applied (see
Sec. IV A). 	1r = 570(480) keV and 	2r = 4200(2500) keV
were extracted for the first and second resonance widths.
Owing to the fact that this fitting function is less adapted
to the shape of the resonances, the errors bars on these
energy centroids are larger, E1rel = 366(119) keV and E2rel =
2430(650) keV, but the centroids themselves are fully compat-
ible with those obtained previously and listed in Table II.
Single-particle widths 	(=0)sp = 3080 keV, 	(=1)sp =
1038 keV, and 	(=2)sp = 74 keV are calculated for the first
resonance at 323 keV (see Table II), which, within the large
uncertainties, is compatible with an  = 2 component. As
TABLE II. Characteristics of the resonances measured in 26F
populated via the one-proton-knockout reaction 27Ne(−1p) under
the assumption that Sn = 1071(130) keV [18]. Resonance energies
Eir , excitation energies Eiexc, and widths 	ir of the three resonances
are given in keV with calculated single-particle widths 	()sp , assuming
various  values of the resonance.
i Eir E
i
exc 	
i
r 	
(=0)
sp 	
(=1)
sp 	
(=2)
sp
1 323(33) 1394(134) 570(480) 3080 1038 74
2 1790(290) 2861(318) 4200(2500) 7941 6127 2966
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FIG. 6. Left: Illustrative picture of the expected configurations populated in 26F from the 27Ne(−1p) reaction. Right: Experimental level
scheme of 26F compared to shell-model calculations performed using the phenomenological USDA interaction [32] and with ab initio
valence-space Hamiltonians derived from IM-SRG [23,24]. The energies of unbound states, above Sn = 1071(130) keV, were newly measured
in this work, while those of the bound states are taken from Refs. [3,17,19]. Gray rectangles shown in the experimental spectrum and in the
IM-SRG predictions correspond to uncertainties on the energies centroids of the states and of the Sn. The bound states J π = 11+,21+,41+ as
well as the unbound J π = 31+ state are proposed to come from (π0d5/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 [case (a)] configuration, while the second unbound state
could come from (π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)2 [case (b)] and/or (π1s1/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 [case (c)] configurations.
for the second resonance at 1790 keV, 	(=0)sp = 7941 keV,
	(=1)sp = 6127 keV, and 	(=2)sp = 2966 keV are obtained.
Considering the large uncertainty on the width of this
resonance, it is difficult to conclude which  assignment is
preferred and whether it corresponds to a single or multiple
overlapping resonances. The characteristics of the resonances
identified in 26F, as well as the calculated single-particle
widths, are summarized in Table II.
D. Discussion on the results of 26F
It is reasonable to interpret low-lying states of 26F, which
can be considered as one proton and one neutron outside
a 24O core or one proton and three neutrons outside a
22O core, in terms of the IPSM. The simplest configura-
tion would be (π0d5/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 coupled above 24O, which
generates the Jπ = 11+–41+ multiplet [Fig. 6(a)]. Among
these states, only the J = 31+ has not been experimentally
observed. The next most likely multiplets in the IPSM arise
from the (π0d5/2)1(ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)2 configuration above
24O, leading to a Jπ = 2+,3+ doublet [Fig. 6(b)], and the
(π1s1/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 configuration above 24O, leading to a Jπ =
1+,2+ doublet [Fig. 6(c)].
A resonance 271(37) keV above the neutron threshold
was previously observed in 26F using the nucleon-exchange
reaction 26Ne → 26F [7], in which one π0d5/2 proton in 26Ne
is converted into a neutron in the ν0d3/2 orbital and should
produce all states of the Jπ = 11+–41+ multiplet. As favored
by this reaction mechanism, the 271(37)-keV resonance could
correspond to the missing Jπ = 31+ state of the multiplet, but
no spin assignment was proposed in Ref. [7]. The knockout of
a π0d5/2 proton from 27Ne will also leave the 26F nucleus in a
similar (π0d5/2)1(ν0d3/2)1 configuration and produce the same
multiplet of states [Fig. 6(a)]. Therefore, the fact that the same
resonance is observed in the two experiments, at 271(37) keV
in Ref. [7] and at 323(33) keV in the present work, gives further
confidence in the assignment of this resonance as a Jπ = 31+
state. The width of the resonance, in accordance with an  = 2
emission, also supports this assignment.
No other resonance was observed in Ref. [7]. In the knock-
out reaction, higher energy resonances would be produced
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only when some neutron or proton admixture is present in
the 27Ne ground state. Results of the 26Ne(d,p)27Ne [57]
transfer reaction have revealed that some neutron excitations
across N = 16 occur, i.e., (ν1s1/2)−1(ν0d3/2)2, as indicated
by the partial vacancy of the ν1s1/2 orbit and the increased
occupancy of the ν0d3/2 orbit. This offers the possibility
producing the Jπ = 2+, 3+ states in 26F from the knockout
of 27Ne [Fig. 6(b)], making the second (broad) resonance a
good candidate for one or two of these states.
Proton (π0d5/2)−2(π1s1/2)2 admixtures in the ground-state
configuration of 27Ne are also possible [Fig. 6(c)], as the two
proton orbits are relatively close in energy (a 1/2+ state,
originating from the (π0d5/2)−2(π1s1/2)1 configuration, has
been proposed at 1720(15) keV in 25F [55]). This would
produce Jπ = 1+, 2+ resonances in 26F, populated in the
knockout reaction from 27Ne. While not excluded, such 2p2h
proton excitations in 27Ne are unlikely for two reasons.
First, the pairing energy, which scales with (2j + 1), in
principle favors keeping protons in the π0d5/2 orbit rather
than promoting them to the upper π1s1/2 orbit. Second, from
the analysis of the one-proton-knockout reaction in 26Ne,
we find an upper value of 8% for the direct feeding of the
1/2+ state at 1720(15) keV in 25F and therefore for the 2p2h
content of the 26Ne ground state. If the two 2+ states (of the
Jπ = 2+, 3+ and the Jπ = 1+, 2+ multiplets) were produced
from these neutron or proton excitations, their configuration
would likely be mixed, especially if the resonances lie close
in energy. Comparison with shell-model calculations will now
help complete this qualitative discussion.
In Fig. 6 (right panel), the proposed experimental level
scheme for 26F is compared to results of phenomenological
shell-model calculations from the USDA Hamiltonian and
ab initio valence-space IM-SRG. Both calculations reproduce
the energies of the two bound excited states in 26F, Jπ =
2+1 and 4
+
1 . In addition, the one-neutron separation energy
predicted by IM-SRG of Sn = 1020(100) keV agrees well with
experiment. The first excited state above the neutron threshold
likely corresponds to the Jπ = 31+ state belonging to the
Jπ = 1+1 –4+1 multiplet, lying within several hundred keV
of both USDA and IM-SRG predictions. Its calculated neu-
tron occupancies, which are approximately 1.9 ν1s1/2 and
1.3 ν0d3/2, for both IM-SRG and USDA, correspond to a
predominant (ν1s1/2)2(ν0d3/2)1 single-particle configuration
[Fig. 6(a)]. Moreover, these occupancies are nearly identical
to those of all other members of the Jπ = 1+1 –4+1 multiplet
for both interactions. The calculations also predict unbound
Jπ = 2+2,3, 1+2 , and 3+2 states at higher excitation energies,
with occupancies corresponding to the IPSM configurations
estimated earlier. From IM-SRG and USDA, the Jπ = 2+3 ,3+2
states have approximately a 1.9 and 2.0 ν0d3/2 occupancy,
respectively, compatible with a 2p1h excitation. With an
occupancy of 0.8 in theπ1s1/2 orbital, both calculations predict
the Jπ = 1+2 state to correspond to the proton excitation
configuration of Fig. 6(c). The Jπ = 2+2 , however, has a
more mixed configuration between a proton excitation to the
π1s1/2 orbital and a neutron promoted to the ν0d3/2 orbital.
Experimentally, only a broad resonance, centered at about
1790 keV, is observed. This broad component can encompass
TABLE III. Experimental and calculated interaction energies,
Int(J ) in MeV, between a 0d5/2 proton and a 0d3/2 neutron in 26F.
Calculated results are obtained from USDA and IM-SRG shell model
calculations and a schematic δ interaction. R(J ) denotes a correction
applied to Int(J )δ to deduce the interaction energy Int(J )δ+corr (see
text for details).
J Int(J ) [MeV] R(J ) [%]
exp δ δ + corr IM-SRG USDA
1 −1.85(13)a −1.85b −1.85b −2.24(07) −2.47 100b
2 −1.19(14) −0.90 −0.82 −1.86(05) −1.51 91
3 −0.45(19) −0.37 −0.28 −0.53(04) −0.69 74
4 −1.21(13) −1.32 −1.21 −1.56(04) −1.54 91
Vpn −1.06(8) −1.02 −0.94 −1.41(02) −1.40
aObtained when using Sn = 1.07(13) MeV [3,18].
bNormalized to Int(1)exp.
the three lowest calculated resonances 2+2 ,1
+
2 , and 3
+
2 that
lie within 1 MeV of excitation energy. Despite this general
agreement, we note a systematic shift of several hundred keV
between IM-SRG predictions and the experimental resonances
that probably arises from the fact that the IM-SRG calculations
use harmonic oscillator basis and treat unbound states as if they
were bound.
One important word of caution must be added concerning
the Sn value of 26F and its consequence on a possible shift in
excitation energy of the resonances. The tabulated Sn value of
0.80(12) MeV was derived from a time-of-flight measurement
of 26F nuclei produced in a fragmentation reaction [18] in
which the existence of the 41+ isomer at 643 keV [3] was
not known. Therefore, this value possibly contains some
mixture of the ground state and isomeric states, and should
be considered as a lower value of Sn. By assuming an isomeric
ratio of 42(8)%, derived from the production of 26F in the
same fragmentation reaction [3], the Sn value is increased by
270(50) keV, yielding Sn = 1.07(13) MeV. This corresponds
to the Sn value adopted in Fig. 6 (right panel). If the isomeric
ratio were 100%, the Sn value would reach 1.44(12) MeV,
and the excitation energy of all resonances would increase by
373 keV, bringing the 31+ closer to the USDA and IM-SRG
theoretical predictions.
We now turn to experimental interaction energies, Int(J )exp,
which in the IPSM limit would correspond to the interaction
between a 0d5/2 proton and a 0d3/2 neutron above a 24O core
coupled to different spin orientations J . We define this quantity
in terms of the experimental energies in 25,26F, 24O, and 25O
following the formalism of Ref. [3]:
Int(J ) = BE(26F)J − BE(26F)free, (6)
where
BE(26F)free = BE(25F) + BE(25O) − BE(24O), (7)
and BE(26F)J is the energy of a given Jπ state in 26F.
Values of Int(1,2,4)exp, obtained in Ref. [3], and Int(3)exp =
−0.45(19) MeV, derived from the 3+1 energy measured in
the present work, are listed in Table III. The corresponding
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FIG. 7. Experimental interaction energies corresponding to the π0d5/2 × ν0d3/2 coupling in 26F, Int(J )exp (green circles), are plotted as a
function of J (J + 1) and compared to calculations using (a) a δ interaction without ( ) or with ( ) J -dependent radial corrections (see text
for details), (b) the IM-SRG procedure, and (c) the USDA interaction. Fitted parabolas are drawn to guide the eye. Extracted experimental and
calculated monopole values Vpn are given in each panel. All values of Int(J ) and Vpn are given in Table III.
effective experimental monopole interaction (i.e., the J -
averaged interaction energy) amounts to V exppn  −1 MeV.
For comparison, we first consider Int(J )δ , calculated
in a simple picture of a proton-neutron system interact-
ing via a zero-range δ interaction, decomposed into radial
FR(np,p,nn,n) and angular A(jp,jn,J ) parts [58]:
Intδ(jp,jn,J ) = FR(np,p,nn,n)A(jp,jn,J ), (8)
where the radial overlap between the proton and neutron wave
functions is
FR(np,p,nn,n) = V04π
∫ ∞
0
1
r2
[Rnp,p (r)Rnn,n (r)]2dr. (9)
We account for the unknown strength of the nuclear inter-
action V0, by normalizing Intδ(J ) to experimental data, i.e., in
the present case to Int(1)exp. The angular part, A(jp,jn,J ), lifts
the degeneracy between the different J states of the multiplet
and is independent of the choice of the nuclear interaction. In
Fig. 7, the values of Int(J )exp display an upward parabola as a
function of J (J + 1). As expected, Int(1)exp and Int(4)exp, that
correspond to the coupling of a proton in 0d5/2 and a neutron
in 0d3/2 in coplanar orbits, have the strongest intensities.
Contrary to well-bound systems, the radial overlap between
the proton and the neutron becomes poorer from one J state to
another as the neutron becomes less bound. This introduces an
implicit J dependence of the radial part FR(np,p,nn,n) that
we shall characterize by a reduction factor R(J ). To determine
R(J ), the proton-neutron radial overlap was calculated using
experimental neutron binding energies in the 26F system. The
corresponding wave functions were obtained by solving the
Schrödinger equation in a Woods-Saxon potential, with a
depth adjusted to reproduce the observed neutron or proton
binding energies for the states of the 26F multiplet. Compared
to the 1+ state, smaller radial overlaps are found for other
J states, which we characterize with the reduction factors,
R(J ), shown in Table III. Being the least bound, the J = 3
state experiences the largest correction factor R(J ) of 74%.
Applying this J -dependent correction R(J ) on the radial wave
function leads to Int(J )δ+corr. Despite the largest reduction
factor R(J ) for the J = 3 state, the Int(3)δ value of −0.37 MeV
is only slightly modified by about 100 keV (Int(3)δ+corr =
−0.28 MeV) owing to its weak intensity. As shown in Table III,
both calculated interaction energies, Int(J )δ and Int(J )δ+corr,
compare reasonably well with experimental values, Int(J )exp.
This shows that a fairly good description of the amplitude of
the multiplet is obtained with this schematic model, with a
modest shift of the unbound J = 3 state as compared to if it
was treated as a bound state.
We add for comparison in Table III and Fig. 7 interaction
energies obtained from the USDA and IM-SRG calculations
using Eqs. (6) and (7). This way, experimental and theoretical
Int(J ) are directly comparable, since they include correlations
on equal footing. For USDA and IM-SRG, the monopole
interaction Vpn amounts to about −1.4 MeV. This is larger
than the experimental value of −1.06 MeV, pointing to a
smaller monopole interaction as compared to calculations. As
seen in Table III and Fig. 7, the amplitude of the multiplet
parabola of USDA is also larger than in experiment, while
the energy of the J = 3 state is in good agreement. This
suggests that the residual energy that lifts the degeneracy
between the J components of the multiplet is smaller than
calculated. Both effects of smaller monopole and residual
interactions, as compared to calculations, could be interpreted
(with the word of caution concerning the binding energy of
the 26F ground state mentioned before) as an effect of the
proximity of the continuum on the effective proton-neutron
interaction. We note that the IM-SRG values, not normalized to
any experimental data, reproduce the Int(J )exp values, though
with some overbinding. This is likely due to the starting
SRG-evolved NN + 3N Hamiltonians, which are known to
gradually overbind with increasing nucleon number past 16O
[23,24].
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V. CONCLUSION
Unbound states in 25,26F have been studied using the one-
proton knockout reaction from 26,27Ne projectiles. Resonances
at 49(9), 389(27), and 1546(106) keV were measured in 25F.
Being in coincidence with the 521-keV γ transition, the energy
of the 2+1 → g.s. transition in 24F, the energy of the first reso-
nance must be shifted upward compared to the value derived in
Ref. [7], where γ -ray detection was not available. This state at
E1exc = 4840(100) keV is a good candidate for a proton π0p1/2
hole (1/2− state) configuration, as discussed in comparison to
shell-model calculations using the WBP interaction.
Unbound states in 26F have been studied using the same
procedure. Two resonances have been observed at 323(33)
and 1790(290) keV. The first resonance has been identified
as a convincing candidate for the 3+1 state of the Jπ =
11+–41+ multiplet, based on its observation in the two selective
reactions of charge exchange from 26Ne and of knockout from
27Ne, as well as its relatively narrow width, pointing to an
 = 2 neutron configuration. The second broad resonance, not
observed in previous studies, might reflect several states that
could not be distinguished, corresponding to neutron (2p1h)
or proton (1p) components.
The Jπ = 11+–41+ states, arising from the (π0d5/2)1
(ν0d3/2)1 coupling, are particularly adapted to probe the
evolution of Int(J ) close to the neutron drip line. A resulting
effective interaction V exppn  −1 MeV has been found for this
proton in the 0d5/2 orbital and this neutron in the 0d3/2
orbital. Energies of these Jπ = 11+–41+ states have been
compared with phenomenological shell-model calculations
using the USDA interaction and ab initio valence-space
IM-SRG calculations. In the two cases, an overall good
agreement between predicted and measured energies is found
for the bound states. However, higher-lying states are found
to be too high in energy, highlighting the need to include
coupling to continuum in the models for broad resonances.
It is deduced here that, as compared to models that use a
harmonic oscillator basis to determine the wave functions of
the nucleons independently of their binding energy, (i) the
overall effective interaction is weakened by about 30–40%
and (ii) the amplitude of the multiplet of Jπ = 11+–41+ states
is more compressed, though correlations (overlap between the
0d5/2 proton and the 0d3/2 neutron wave functions) are still
strong enough to lift the degeneracy between these J states.
In summary, as shown in this paper and in Refs. [3,6,7,9,17],
26F, which is close to the doubly magic 24O nucleus, is
particularly adapted for studying the effects of the coupling
to continuum through the changes in binding energy and the
width of its unbound states. These studies provide stringent
constraints for future theoretical development including the
treatment of the continuum, with the objective of better
describing the shell evolution at the drip lines. In the future,
the increased granularity of the neutron detectors, as well
as a longer time-of-flight basis, will lead to a better energy
resolution. In particular, this will favor the disentanglement of
possibly overlapping resonances, thereby providing access to
their intrinsic width, from which their coupling to bound or
unbound states can be better extracted. We finally note that a
large part of the conclusions drawn here rely on the Sn value
of 26F that is subject to uncertainties because its atomic mass
was measured with an unknown fraction of the J = 4+ isomer
at 643 keV. We therefore strongly encourage confirmation of
the Sn value of 26F to put the comparison between experiment
and theory on a more reliable basis.
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